How to take part in stage 3.

Stage 3 is a consultation about the changes we think need to happen in law.

The most important thing is as many people as possible take part in stage 3. So if you have any problems at all taking part please contact us.

We want to help you to take part in any way that we can.

The consultation runs from Friday 30th August until Friday 1st November.

There are different ways to take part.

Our survey and information about stage 3 is on our website: www.irmha.scot. It’s available in easy read.

Paper copies
You can ask for a paper copy of our survey. We will send one to you, along with a stamped addressed envelope, so that you can send it back.

Other languages
If you need our survey in another language, we can translate it for you.

Use the phone or email
You can phone the review team and tell us what you think over the phone.

Or, you can send us your views in an email.
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Getting support to take part

If you need support to take part, you could ask someone to help you.

If you don’t have anyone who could help you, then a member of the review team might be able to come to meet you, to help you to take part.

Taking part in groups

If you’re in a group, you can use our survey to talk in your group about what you think.

If you’re part of a group, the review team might be able to visit you. If you would like this to happen, please contact us as soon as possible.

We would speak to you about how to make the group as accessible as possible for you. If you would need an interpreter to help you to take part in the group, we could organise this for you.

How to do the survey on a computer

If you want to do our survey on your computer, first go to our website: www.irmha.scot

On our website, you will see a button that says, take part in our surveys, or take part in our easy read surveys this button will take you to a website called Citizenspace.
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**Sections**
Our survey is in different sections. You can choose to do as many sections as you want.

**Questions**
After each section we will ask you what you think of our ideas. You can stop and save your survey at any time.

**Click submit**
When you finish a section, you need to click ‘Submit’ at the end. This is so we can see your answers.

**Asking for your name**
At the end of each section, we ask you for your name and a few details about you. This is so we can understand who has taken part in the survey. You do not have to give us this information, but it’s very helpful to us if you do.

**Keeping your information private**
We will keep all of your information private. Our privacy statement is available on our website, or we can post it to you.

The review team are contacting lots of people and organisations that we know are interested in the review. If you can help us to spread the word, please do.